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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The overall emphasis of the CAMS Phase II functional
procedures is to interact the total interpretation and
classification processes by exploiting the capabilities of an
analyst team. A team is comprised of an analyst interpreter
(AI) and a data processing analyst (DPA).
Figure 1-1 depicts, in general, the CAMS functional
flow for LACIE Phase II operations. It is convenient to
consider Functional Block 1 of the diagram - the ISSRS-CAMS
Interface for Imagery and Ancillary Data Function - as a
starting point of the CAMS daily operation. It is here that
the interface with LPDL (ISSRS) is established by obtaining
the CAMS analyst packets, followed by verifying packet
contents and distribution of packets for interpretation.
The appropriate segments are selected for interpretation
within this functional block through coordination with CAS
and in accordance with established project priorities. The
fact that backlogged segments will be scheduled for analysis
based upon a priority represents a new functior. during LACIE
Phase II. It is also anticipated that CAS will indicate to
CAMS which segments need agronomist or regional analysis
consultants in support of the data processing function within
this functional block.
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In general, the analysts will be assigned segments to
be interpreted by considering both regional assignments and
project throughput objectives. It is not anticipated that
an analyst will be idle during a week of heavy data flow in
support of regional assignment constraints. The regional
assignments will be made as discussed in the CAMS Operational
Plan for LACIB Phase II (Reference 1). The general analyst
review and interpretation function occurs in Functional
Block 2. Initially, the data will be screened by the analyst
to determine if the data is suitable for interpretation in
the sense that wheat is distinguishable, or if significant
change in the proportion wheat from previously processed
acquisition exists. In addition, the analyst again verifies,
when possible, the location of the segment and duality of
the PFC products.
Two new functions are anticipated for Phase II Opera-
tions in this functional block: (1) the analyst can declare
a segment non-suitable for interpretation and notify CAS;
and (2) the analyst may generate a cluster map for subsequent
interpretation aid when a segment passes review. In general,
in Functional Block 2, the processibility of a segment is
determined.
2
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Functional Block 3, selection of training fields, requires
the analyst to estimate the wheat biowindow to the nearest
half unit and compare this estimate with the YES provided
estimate. Previously acquired imagery, classification, and
interpretations will be made available to the analyst for
review references to improve performance. The analyst will
estimate the segment wheat percentage and determine whether
the segment should be classified and the appropriate classi-
fication run technique. This functional block includes the
decision on the number of acquisitions necessary to adequate-
ly separate wheat. This pre-processing function is essential
for effectively classifying a segment.
Functional Blocks 4, 5, and 6 describe the process of
field data base update and batch run classification. These
functions were implemented during LACIE Phase I operation
a1
except that the batch run deck will be generated at the LARS
terminal in Phase IT. This is anticipated to improve batch
turnaround by at least one day.
The evaluation function (Functional Block 7), an
existing function, will be performed by the analyst team
instead of a separate evaluation group. The advantage of
this change derives from the anticipated enhancement of the
3
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analyst's sense of responsibility and satisfaction which,
in turn, may increase the throughput rate as well as the
overall quality. A second obvious advantage is the encour-
agement of a useful AI-DPA interface. The segment processing
criterib have also been defined objectively. The analyst
team will make the final segment evaluation or rework decision.
The rework, depicted in Functional Block 8, will be basically
carried out on ERIPS console using techniques such as multi-
temporal classification, deletion of poor quality channels,
changing of field boundaries, etc. The best classification
results will then be forwarded to CAS.
4
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FUNCTION 1
START ---► ISRRS-CAMS INTERFACE	 OREVIEW FOR
FOR IMAGERY AND FOR	 TRAINING
ANCILLARY DATA
1.1 Provide interface with ISRRS (LPDL) to acquire analyst
segment packets on a daily basis.
1.2 Consult with f1CC to maintain S regional data processing
priority list coordinated with CAS.
1.3 Delivery analyst segment packets to teams for processing
in accordance with CAMS operations plan.
1.4 Provide input to the ASATS (Automatic Status and Track-
in g, System) specifying receipt of segment acquisitions
by CAMS.
PRODUCTS
Analyst segment packet contains PCF products 1, 2, and/or 4;
crop calendar; cropping practices form; historical crop
statistics; topo maps with inventory sheet; real time met
data; (cluster maps*) .
Segment priority list from OCC; ASATS listing.
* The cluster maps may be generated for aid in interpretation
and verification; however, they are not currently being
generated on every segment.
t
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FUNCTION 2
^--W UNPROCESSABLE
ISRRS-CASES -----► PREPARATION PHASE
AND REVIEW FOR
	 ----- ► SELECT TRAINING
TRAINING FIELDS	 FIELDS
2.1 Verify that all required contents of team packet are
present.
2.2 Label imagery with required information.
2.3 Screen for data quality, e.g., data drop-out, poor
PFC products, striping,, etc.
2.4 Check imagery for clouds, haze, or snow.
1:	 2.S Review ancillary data.
2.6 Interpret for emerged wheat, small grains, or sign-
ificant signature change from previously processed
acquisition.
2.7 If data quality unacceptable, file PR and return
segment packet to LPDL.
8
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APPROVED•
DATE:
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FUNCTION 2 (Continued)
2.8 If clouds, haze, or snow are a problem, or if emergence
of wheat is not evident, or if no significant change in
signatures from previously processed acquisition exists,
then reject for training field selection and notify CAS.
2.9 If segment parses review and cluster map is desired,
code cards for dummi? field in fields data base should
no fields exist for the segment and code cards for
cluster map generation and submit.
P'.	 ' 
 TS
Function 2 includes: analyst packet, discrepancy report,
Data Acquisition/Evaluation Record, computer coding sheets,
data product request (DPR), previous results if any, and
block of DPR numbers.
REFERENCE
Detailed Analysis Procedures, Section 2.1, Appendix A
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FUNCTION 3
REVIEW FOR	 SELECTION OF	 UPDATE FIELDS DATA
TRAINING FIELDS	 TRAINING FIELDS ___0'0BASE AND BATCH RUN
3.1 Assimulate ancillary data and imagery.
3.2 Verify temporal registration (on successive acquisitions).
3.3 Evaluate and estimate wheat , biowindow number to nearest
half of a unit (2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, etc.).
3.4 Determine if adequate amount of wheat exists; if not,
count by hand, record on CAMS evaluation form, and
pass to CAS.
3.S Select processing mode (single pass, multitemporal).
3.6 Select signatures from current acquisition for identi-
fication by reviewing imagery and previous classifications
and interpretations, and update selected set of signatures
for identification (if previous results are available).
If not, select signatures based on imagery and ancillary
data (including cluster maps).
F•
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3.7 Select training and test field boundaries for signatures
to be used.
3.8 Label training fields as wheat, small grains, etc.
3.9 Annotate temporal crop form and add to segment packet.
PRODUCTS
Analyst packet with cluster map (if available), CAMS
evaluation form, and temporal crop form.
RE FE R,, q CE
Detailed Analysis Procedures, Sections 2.2, 2.3.1, 2.3.2
Continued)
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FUNCTION 4
SELECTION OF
	 FIELDS DATA BASE
	 ♦ 	 BATCH
TRAINING FIELDS	 UPDATE AND BATCH	 CLASSIFICATION
RUN SUBMITTAL
4.1 Mark training field corner coordinates on Del Foster
and generate DEAF deck.
4.2 Reformat DEAr deck on LARS terminal and obtain
listing for verification.
4.3 Obtain field boundaries map from LARS terminal for
verification.
4.4 Generate classifier batch run deck on LARS terminal.
4.5 Fill out DPR's and pass fields data base update deck
and batch run deck to ISRRS (LPDL).
PRODUCTS
DEAF deck, fields data base update deck, field boundaries
map, batch classifier deck, DPR's.
REFERENCE
Detailed Analysis Procedures, Section 2.3.3
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FUNCTION 5
FIELDS DB UPDATE	 BATCH	 BATCH
AND BATCH RUN	 CLASSIFICATION	 —CLASSIFICATION
SUMMARIES
This function is performed outside Bldg. 17, but is flagged
because numerous products for CAMS are generated in this
function.
PRODUCTS
Product 12 (fields data base overlay for each update of
the data base), Product 8 (Black-and-white classification
map), microfiche listing of statistics and classification
summary, COM results tape.
M l
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FUNCTION 6
W .
BATCH	 BATCH CLASS	 TEAM
CLASSIFICATION
	
SUMMARIES	 EVALUATION
6.1 Obtain COM tape number from OCC daily for all batch
jobs processed during previous 24 hours.
6.2 Obtain appropriate COM tape from Bldg 30 I/O room and
submit with processing deck to Bldg. 12 UNIVAC 1100's.
6.3 Pick up results in Bldg. 17 next day. Results consti-
tute a hard copy of the batch classification summary
and a summary of the classification summary for each
batch processed segment.
6.4 Distribute results to teams.
PRODUCTS
COM tape, processing deck, classification results.
REFERENCE
Detailed Analysis Procedures, Section 3.1.
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FUNCTION 7
BATCH CLASS	 TEAM	 CAS OR
SUMMARIES	 EVALUATION
	
REWORK
7.1 Screen for classifier run mistakes.
7.2 Screen statistics for irregularities such as large
standard deviations, and record inconsistencies on
CAMS evaluation form.
7.3 Compare classification maps with fields defined on
a,
	
	
PFC Product 1 to check for misidentified fields and
general agreement with imagery. Record results on
CAMS evaluation form.
7.4 Evaluate complete data and determine evaluation code
according to established criteria.
7.5 Make acceptance or rework decisions, then record
results on CAMS evaluation form.
7.6 Record the necessary data on the Data Acquisition/
Evaluation Record.
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FUNCTION 7 (Continued)
PRODUCTS
Classification results, including all data in analyst
segment packet, haid copy results from COM tape, PFC
Products 8 and 12, and microfiche of STATS and class
summaries, CAS evaluation code, CAMS evaluation form.
REFERENCE
Detailed Analysis Pro cedures, Section 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3,
3.4.4 0 3.4.7
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TEAM	 TEAM	 1p.TEAM
EVALUATION	 REWORK	 EVALUATION
8.1 Make appropriate corrections based on batch run results
and reclassify batch or on ERIPS console using techniques
such as multitemporal classification, delete channels,
change fields, etc.
8.2 Obtain classification results when decision is made
that best results have been achieved.
8.3 Calculate necessary numerical results as defined in
Detailed Analysis Procedures.
8.4 Return to functional procedures in Function 7 and
proceed with team evaluation.
PRODUCTS
Statistics and classification summaries from hard copy machine;
pray shade class map from gray shade machine/ paper delog from
Bldg. 30, PFC Product 8.
REFERENCE
Detailed Analysis Procedures, Section 3.4.5, 3.4.6, 3.4.7, 3.2
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3.0 DETAILED FLOW CHARTS
These charts emphasize the decision points and sequence
in the flow of a segment through CAMS. Each major block is
cross-referenced to the section of the Detailed Analysis
Procedures which applies to it.
i
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Segment selected for CAMS
processing in accordance
with project priorities
and CAS priorities.
CAMS interface with ISSRS
(LPDL) for acquisition of
selected segment packets.
{ Assign segment to analyst I
tears.
Are
packet
contents No	 File DR as
complete? required.
DAP	 2.1.1. DAP	 2.1.1,
Appendix A
Yes
Return to LPDL
for completion.
No
Can
segment
he worked
without missin
informatio
Yes
Is
data
quality	 No	 File DR as
	 LPllL
acceptable?	 required.
DAP 2.1.2,
ppendix
A
Yes
Is
there
cloud cover
or haze suf-
ficient to inhi	 Yes	 CAS
bit processing?	 3.4.6.2
Appendix A
DAP 2.1.2
Label imagery with
required information.
DAP 2.1.4.3
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is
the
segment
properly
located?
DAP 2.1.
No	 File DR as I 
	 CAS
required. (---^
Yes
Review ancillary
data. DAP 2,1.S
Have
previous \1y\
acquisition
of this segment
been review-
ed?
Ye_
	CA 	 Select
DAP 3.4 . 7	 acquisition(s)
DAP 2.2.1
No
Yes
	
Has	 Is
wheat	 more	 Select
emerged on
	 Yes	 than one	 No Processing
at least one	 acquisition
	 mode.
acquisition	 process-	 DAP 2.2.3
	
? DAP	 able?
2.1.6
No	 Yes
/COUAre
i
-tions
registered?
Appendix A
\ DAP
No
File DR as
required and
flap, to avoid
multitemporal
processing?
Have	 /Has
previous	 there
acquisition	 been a
been pro-	 Yes	 significant
cessed?	 change in pro
/	 \wheat? /
No
IF
CAS
DAP 3,4.7
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3Assimulate
ancillary data
and imagery.
DAP 2.3.1.4.4,
2.3.1.4.5,
2.3.1.4.6
Evaluate and
estimate wheat
biowindow.
DAP 2.3.1.4.4,
2.3.1.4.5
Does
estimate
agree with
nominal crop
^,, calendar?/
Yes
No Record on CMIS
Evaluation Form
and notify CAS.
/the
5% wheat
on seg-
ment?
N,
 
DAP
Estimate wheat per-
No	
centage by counting
pixels and record
pertinent informa-
tion. DAP 2.2.2
CAS
DAP 3.4.7
Yes
/ Is
cluste
map
desired
No
/
Is
this
to tie
processed
multitem-
\,poraIIv?
Submit job for
Yes	 desired acqui-
sitions.
DAP 2.1.8
Select multitemporal
signatures using, current
acquisition and previous
Yes	 acquisition to be used
in process.
DAP 2.3.2.1,
2.3.1.4.1.1
No
Select signatures from
	
Identify DO and DU
current acquisition	 areas and outline
using all available	 field boundaries.
info,-:adtion.	 DAP 2.3.1.3
D rt I, 2.3.1.4	 .3.1.5.3
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3A
t/
Can n
trainin
fields be
defined?
Yes
Select training
field boundaries.
DAP 2.3.1.5,
2.3.2.2
Can Schedule
the console
No	 segment	 Yesbe processed time.
interactive- DAP 3.2
ly?
No
Visually estimate CAS
wheat percentage PAP 3.4.7
using random dot
overlays.
DAP 2.2.2
8A
Label training
fields.
Appendix B
DAP 2.3.1.5,
2.3.2.2
Select and label
test fields.
DAP 2.3.1.5.4
Complete temporal
crop form and add
to packet.
DAP 2.3.4
W-
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CAMS results) Distribute
COM	 processing, results to
Tape
	 Bldg.	 12 team (H/C
(UNIVAC class sum-
1100 1 s). mary and
summary of
summary).
PFC/PTD
Processing
Fill out DPR's for
Fields Data Base Update
and Batch Run and sub-
mit DAP 2.3.3.4
Batch classification
on 360/75. DAP 3.1.1
DTF.RM
Tape
Distribute products
B/W Class Map (8)
and color cluster
map (9), if gener-
ated, to team.
4
Mark training field co-
ordinates on Del Foster
and generate DEAF deck.
DAP 2.3.3.1, Appendix D
Reformat deck on LARS
terminal and obtain a
listing (and map) of
information.
DAP 2.3.3,2, Appendix D
Do
fields
and subclasse
match field over-
lay and tem-
poral cro
f orm?
Yes
Generate batch run deck
on LARS terminal.
DAP 2.3.3.3
No Make corrections
to FLAP or DEAF
file.
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NO
Make corrections
success- and resubmit FDB -- —►Q
ful? and batch jobs.^,
Yes
Was
NO	
Wese	 Make correc-Yesbatch there tions and 5
run suc- errors in resubmit.
cessfu batch
? eck
Yes No
File DR
Evaluate results
and assign rating
(S, M, 1j)
DAP 3.4.3
3.4.4
Convert rating
to CAS code.
DAP 3.4.7.2
% Were
results	 Yes	 CAS
accept-	 DAP 3.4.7
able?
No
/
Ha
t i
h
segmen bee
worked the max-	 CAS
um:3. 4.S
er of times.	 DAP 3.4.7
DAP
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Identify potential
methods for improving
classification.
DAP 3.4.6
Schedule console
time. DAP 3.2
Obtain H/C of
"best" classi-
fication results
and map and
statistics.
Perform the necessary
calculations for com-
pletion of the CAMS
Evaluation Form.
DAP 3.4.7.1
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4.0 DETAILED ANALYSIS PROCEDURES SECTION TITLES
r.
M,
n -.
1.0 Introduction
2.0	 Imapr e Interpretation Procedures
2.1 Imagery Review
2.1.1 Checklist of Segment Packet Contents
2.1.2 Quality Evaluation of Packet Contents
2.1.3 Imagery Preparation
2.1.4 Location of Segment
2.1.5 Familiarization with Background Data
2.1.6 Review for Determination of Wheat Estimate
2.1.7 Review for Significant Change in Wheat Estimate
2.1.8 Cluster Map Generation
2.2 Processing Mode Selection
2.2.1 Acquisition Selection
2.2.2 Low Wheat Segments
2.2.3 Multitemporal Decision for Computer
Classification
2.3 Training Field Selection
2.3.1 Single Acquisition
2.3.1.1	 Analyst Decision Criteria
2.3.1.2	 Imagery Overlay Preparation
2.3.1.3	 Exclusion Area Definition
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2.3.1.4 Training Field Identification
Criteria
2.3.1.4.1 Signature Identification
2.3.1.4.1.1 Cluster Map Usage
2.3.1.4.2 riinimum Field Size
2.3.1.4.3 Minimum Category Size
2.3.1.4.4 Use of Nominal Crop
Calendar
2.3.1.4.5 Use of Adjustable Crop
Calendar
2.3.1.4.6 Use of Crop Reporting
Unit Statistics
2.3.1.5 Signature Labeling and Boundary
Delineation
2.3.1.5.1 Wheat
2.3.1.5.2 Non-wheat
2.3.1.S.3 Exclusion Areas
2.3.1.5.4 Test Fields
2.3.1.5.5 Fallow Overlay
2.3.1.5.6 Special Cases
2.3.1.5.7 Polaroid Documentation
2.3.2 Multitemporal
2.3.2.1 Signature Identification
2.3.2.2 Signature Labeling and Boundary
Delineation
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2.3.3 Mechanical Preparation for Automatic Data Processing
2.3.3.1 Corner Coordinate Recording
2.3.3.2 Reformatting and Editing
2.3.3.3 Reformatting User ID Card for Field Update
2.3.3.4 Batch Run Deck Generation
2.3.3.5 Job Submittal
2.3.4 Post Interpretation Procedures
2.4 Training Field Revision
2.4.1 Single Acquisition Classification
2.4.2 Multitemporal Classification
2.4.3 Mechanical Preparation for Automatic Data Processing
3.0 Data Processing Procedures
3.1 Batch Run Procedures
3.1.1 Batch Input Card Formats
3.1.2 Examples
3.2 Interactive Run Procedures
3.2.1 Software Considerations
3.2.2 Post-processing and Interface
3.3 Procedures for Special Cases
3.4 Evaluation Procedures
3.4.1 Products Essential for Evaluation
3.4.2 Evaluation Flow Procedures
3.4.3 Evaluation Criteria
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3.4.4 Criteria for Rework
3.4.S Problem Detection Guidelines
3.4.5.1 Classification Map
3.4.S.2 Thresholding
3.4.5.3 Training Field Accuracy
3.4.5.4 Test Fields
3.4.5.S Imagery and Field Overlay
3.4.5.6 Statistics
3.4.5.7 Clustering Report and Map
3.4.6 Results Archival and Transmittal
3.4.6.1 CAMS Evaluation Form
3.4.6.2 CAMS Evaluation Codes
Appendix A — Imagery Quality Control
A.1 Histogram Problems
A.2 Pixel Definition
A.3 Abutment Problems
A.4 Data Dropouts and/or Skips
A.S Grid Problems
A.6 Total Number of Pixels and Scan Lines
A.7 Photo Processing and Film Problems
A.8 Verification of Temporal Registration
A.9 Clouds, Shadows and Haze Evaluation Criteria
r
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Appendix B - Coding Standards
s	
B.1 LACIE Field Data Coding
B.2 Change Code Designations
Appendix C - Equipment
C.1 Image Interpretation Equipment
C.2 Console Operations
Appendix D - Corner Coordinate Recording Reformatting and Editing
Procedures
D.1 Corner Coordinate Recording
D.2 Fields Data Conversion and Editing on the LARS Terminal
D.3 Batch Post-Processing of CAMS Report Fiche
Appendix E - Processor Capabilities
E.1 Computation of Statistics
E.2 Modification of Statistics
E.3 Feature Selection
E.4 Classification
Appendix F - Glossary
Appendix G - References
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